CAT'S COURTHOUSE
STEPS
Free
Pattern!

18" x 36"
Wall Hanging

DESIGNED BY BLUE BEAGLE QUILTS

No. 2208

ABOUT THE DESIGNER
Hey there fellow quilter! I'm Ann Simpson, of Blue Beagle Quilts. I made this Courthouse Steps mini
quilt for my son. He recently graduated from law school and has started his first job as a Judicial
Clerk. I made it using his undergraduate alma mater's school colors - the Montana State Bobcats!
That's why I called it "Cat's Courthouse"! I hope he will hang it in his office and smile, knowing he
was thought of with love. Visit my website, www.BlueBeagleQuilts.com, for free tutorials, pattern
updates, if you notice any needed changes, or if you have questions.
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BEFORE GETTING STARTED
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For best results, please read through all instructions before beginning.
Use a ¼" seam allowance unless otherwise directed.
WOF = width of fabric and assumes 42"
RST = right sides together
FQ = "fat quarter" measuring 18" x 21"

I made this for my son's
office in his alma
mater's colors. This
seems a subtle and
professional look and
works with most any
office decor.The color
combos are endless!

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS
Decide how scrappy you want your wallhanging to be. The cover design is very scrappy, but if you prefer a
more uniform look, use the fabric requrements below to buy yardage. To go all scrappy, just use the fabric
requirements as an approximation of the total scrap yardage you would need.
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You only
need fabric
for facing or
binding. Not
both!

Color A Steps
½ yard

Color B Steps

Center Squares
Backing
Includes 4" extra
on all sides

*OR*

Binding
(2.5" wide on
straight grain)

⅛ yard
OR
1 Fat Quarter

1 ¼ yards
A

½ yard

¼ yard
(cut 3 WOF strips)
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Facing

½ yard

Visit my
website for a
free tutorial
on how to
face a quilt!
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CUT THE FABRIC
Center Squares: cut (1) 3½" x WOF strip. Or cut
(2) 3½" strips from one fat quarter.
Subcut strips into (8) 3½" squares.

Color A fabric (yellow): cut (11) 1¼" x WOF strips.
Or cut strips from fat quarters or scraps.
Subcut (4) strips into (16) 8" x 1¼" strip
Subcut (3) strips into (16) 6½" x 1¼" strips.
Subcut (2) strips into (16) 5" x 1¼" strips.
Subcut (2) strips into (16) 3½" x 1¼" strips.

9½" Courthouse Steps Block

Note on Cutting Fabrics
A & B: This is a generous
estimate. You could get by
with less WOF strips if you
use the left overs to cut the
smaller pieces.

Color B fabric (blue): cut (13) 1¼" x WOF strips. Or
cut strips from fat quarters or scraps.
Subcut (4) strips into (16) 9½" x 1¼" strips.
Subcut (4) strips into (16) 8" x 1¼" strips.
Subcut (3) strips into (16) 6½" x 1¼" strips.
Subcut (2) strips into (16) 5" x 1¼" strips.

ASSEMBLE THE BLOCKS
1. Starting with color A, (in my quilt, yellow) sew a 3½" x 1¼"
strip to each side of a center square. Press the seam
allowance away from the center square toward the first step
(yellow fabric). The resulting rectangle should measure 5" x
3½". Trim if necessary. Figure 1.
2. Next, using color B, (in my quilt, blue) sew a 5" x 1¼" strip to
the top and bottom of the rectangle created above. Again,
press away from the center toward the newly added strip.
Block should measure 5" x 5". Trim if necessary. Figure 2.
3. Back to color A! Add a 5" x 1¼" strip ot both sides. Again,
press away from the center toward the newly added strip.
The resulting rectangle should measure 5" x 6½". Trim if
necessary. Figure 3.
4. Color B's turn again! Add a 6½" x 1¼" strip to the top and
bottom. Press away from the center. Block should measure
6½" x 6½". Trim if necessary. Figure 4.

5" x 3½"
Figure 1

5" x 5"
Figure 2

5" x 6½"
Figure 3

6½" x 6½"
Figure 4
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ASSEMBLE THE BLOCKS CONT.
Continue in this manner, always alternating between Fabric A and Fabric B, and ensuring you
continue to add Fabric A to the previous Fabric As and Fabric B to the previous Fabric Bs. In
other words, make sure to add new "steps" across from each other - in my mini quilt that
means always adding blue to the blue sides and yellow to the yellow sides. Always press
away from the center and towards the newly added steps. Keep going until there are four
steps of each color. Figures 5 - 8 below.

6½" x 8"
Figure 5

8" x 8"
Figure 6

8" x 9½"
Figure 7

9½ "x 9½"
Figure 8
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ASSEMBLE THE QUILT TOP

Lay out the eight completed blocks as in Figure 9,
alternating the orientation as shown.
Sew together in pairs, pressing the seam allowance
in the direction of the arrows in Figure 9. This will
allow the seams to nest together and produce less
bulk in the next step.
Sew the pairs together, until all blocks are joined.
With these seams it doesn't matter which direction
you press them.

Figure 9

FINISH THE MINI QUILT

Prepare backing fabric. Piece if necessary. See yardage requirement chart on page 2.
Make a quilt sandwich with your preferred batting. I used 100 % cotton.
Quilt as desired. I stitched in the ditch with my domestic machine and my ditch foot.
Decide if you want to bind or face the mini quilt. The cover quilt has a facing.
If you want to use binding, use the chart on page 2 for the fabric requirement. Cut 2 ½" WOF strips. Sew
together using diagonal seams, pressing seams open. Attach using your favorite method. I machine stitch
mine to the back of the quilt, fold it to the front, mitering the corners, and machine stitch it from the front.
If you want to face the quilt, please see the free tutorial on my website, there are photos and directions to
help you. It is not hard! It makes such a clean finish to a wall hanging - and the method I use to face quilts
also includes a way to hang your mini quilt.
Consider adding a label to your finished quilt! You might include your name and date of completion, and if
the quilt was a gift, the recipient's name as well.
I would love to see your quilt! Share a photo on Instagram and tag me @bluebeaglequilts.
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For Individual Use Only.
Not For Resale.
Duplication of any kind is
prohibited.
Selling your quilt using this
pattern is permissible on a
small, independent scale.
Please give design credit to
Blue Beagle Quilts.
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